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“CIVACONTROL” OPERATION MANUAL
The purpose of this document is to explain how the CIVACONTROL® air control system
operates and to communicate the capabilities of this system. Each air connection has
been identified with descriptions below. A photograph of the air control manifold has
been included as a reference, as well as a suggested plumbing schematic.
The air control manifold is designed with a master air valve that is used to control the
individual compartment valves for the emergency (internal) loading valves. One of the
safety features of this air control manifold is that the master can be closed (Knob
pushed in) and will automatically close all the other compartment valves. Not only does
this close off all (internal) loading valves, it pneumatically locks the loading valves in the
closed position with air pressure. The system can be plumbed in such a manner to allow
the same automatic shut off from a remote location at the front of the tank using an
emergency stop valve.
This air control system has been designed to protect the tank during loading or
unloading. The master valve, pull out, sends an automatic diagnostic signal to
sequential vapor vents, or sequentially plumbed vapor vents, to open. The signal is
then returned to air control manifold. At this point, an indicator can be plumbed into the
system to physically show the signal has been returned to manifold. Compartment
valves can’t be opened until it has received the automatic diagnostic confirmation that
the vapor recovery vents from each compartment have been opened.
This air control system has the ability to enable access to the API loading adaptors with
the use of our guard bar lock. A protective bar is positioned over the ends of the API
loading adaptors and cannot be rotated out of the way until an air valve that is located in
a locked cabinet is actuated. This allows the guard bar to be lifted to load or unload.
The guard bar lock is released after the master valve is pulled open and the have been
opened. Below is the basic identification of some of the key ports and how to connect
this system.
WARNING:
Never lubricate or introduce non-recommended oils or solvents (WD40® or alcohol) into
the CIVACONTROL® air control system. Please lubricate the system only with the
recommended oils that are made for air controls on vehicles. The non-recommended
oils or solvents can attack seals and cause damage to the valves resulting in excessive
wear, leaking valves and even premature failures.
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A
This air connection is the main or constant air supply to the master valve of the
CIVACONTROL® air control system.
B
Air supply from the emergency shut off valve that would be located at the front of the
trailer. No air to be applied to this port under normal operation. In an emergency
situation, the emergency shut off valve would be actuated, air would be applied to
Port B closing the master valve on the air block. This would in turn close and
pneumatically lock the other valves on the air block that are controlling the emergency
(internal) loading valves and or other valves.
C
This air connection is the return from the sequential vapor recovery vents and also
functions as the primary air supply for the compartment valves.
D
This connection is for the air supply to the sequential vapor recover vents. Air is
supplied to the first sequential vapor recovery vent which in turn will open and send air
to the next vapor recovery vent. This continues until all vapor recovery vents are open
then the air is allowed to return to air connection gallery C.
E
When the first valve on the manifold is actuated this air connection allows air to travel to
the emergency (internal) loading valve in the number (1) compartment, opening this
loading valve.
F
This is an exhaust port for the pilot reset gallery.
G
When the second valve on the manifold is actuated this air connection allows air to
travel to the emergency (internal) loading valve in the number (2) compartment, opening
this loading valve.
H
When the third valve on the manifold is actuated this air connection allows air to travel
to the emergency (internal) loading valve in the number (3) compartment, opening this
loading valve.
I
This is an exhaust port.
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OPERATION INSTRUCTION:

P/N 10711
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